Supp [XJ = [k, '2m, [k + l] /2m].
The Denjoy integral (see [5, pp. 84-85] ), (tí) /*, is more general than either Lebesgue's integral or the improper Riemann integral.
The D-Haar Fourier series of a Denjoy integrable function / is a Haar series S(x) = 2^_0 afcXtW which is related to / by the following formula:
(3) ak = (D)f1of(x)Xk(x)dx. We shall denote the nth partial (C, l) sum of a Haar series S(x) = *r=o *kxk^ by
where 5 jM = ~"k_0 akX^x^-^ tne sequence displayed in (7) converges at x then 5 is said to be (C, 1) summable at x. If 5 converges at x it is automatically (C, l) summable at x; the converse of this statement is false. Consequently, if tz > kQ,
But Xn> Xi ' " " ' ' Xu are aH constant on A(z' kQ) so the last summand of (16) is simply 
fot any x e \(in, kA. According to Lemma 2, this is the value of T, , over
A(z-0, *0).
Lemma 4. Let f be Denjoy integrable, T be its Haar Fourier series and suppose that S(x) = 2 a y_Ax) is a Haar series satisfying Condition H which is (C, 1) summable to f almost everywhere. Suppose further that on some fixed interval A(z', kA of the form (1) or (2) that (17) 5fe +i(%) 4 Tkß+lix) for x e A(z0, kQ).
Then given any M > 0 there is an interval A(z', k^) contained in A(z'Q, kQ) such that \ak '(S; x)\ > M for x £ A(z'¿, k£) and such that Tk > . and Sk> x sa£z's/y (17) 072 a(z°;^).
Proof. We shall prove this lemma in six steps:
I. We begin by supposing the lemma is false; i.e., that there is an MQ such that if A(/, ra) is any subinterval of VzQ, k^ of the form (1) or (2) VI. Finally, we shall use IV and V to lead to the ultimate contradiction.
Indeed, since any (C, l) partial sum of a Haar series is Lebesgue integrable, we can use IV(a) and V to conclude that / is Lebesgue integrable and that (15) holds. Consequently, by Lemma 3, 5*q + 1 = E , on A(zQ, kQ). But, by IV(c), this identity also implies 5¿o+1 = EfeQ+1 on A(z'0, kQ). Since this and hypothesis (17) of this lemma are incompatible, assumption I was false; i.e., the proof of the lemma is complete by contradiction.
What remains, then, is to execute steps II through V:
II. By (6) we choose an integer 2Ö so large that Finally, using the sequence n.,n ,••• just generated we set (23) S*(x) = SkQ + l(x) + £ anxn.(xl In case the process for selecting the 72.'s terminates after a finite number -* of steps, 5 is just a finite series. Note also that IV(c) is trivially satisfied.
We shall now show IV(a) and (b) are also satisfied by this 5 .
Indeed, by the disjointness of the collection X and by the choice of the sequence ira.I, if the support of X" iS contained in A(z'0, kQ) but Xn does not appear in the sum (23), then it must be the case that Supp (Xfj) Ç A(z';, p¡) fot some /. In particular, the series 5 and 5 are the same series in the set A(z' k A 'v, U X. By the hypotheses of this lemma, then (24) lim ct (5 ; x) = f(x) = f*(x) fot almost every x in A(z'0, kQ) ^ U X.
-oo
On the other hand, if xQ £ A(z., p.) tot some / used to define X, then the disjointness of X means that the series (23) must be truncated at p.. Since 5
and 5 were identical up to that point, 5 (x A = 5 Ax A. But by the choice of p., S . = T . on A(z' pA. Lemma 2 and the fact / is constant on A(z',, p.) now imply that T . = f on A(2., p.). Combining these three facts we conclude that 5 \xQ) = / (xQ). Since xQ was any point in any interval of X,
we can now conclude that (25) lim an(S*; x) = f*(x) on each A e X.
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Combining (24) and (25) we have IV(a).
V. Suppose that the partial (C, 1) sums of 5 are not bounded by 13/VE on A(z'0, kA and let L be the smallest index greater than or equal to ra. such that kL(5*; £Q)| > 13M0 for some tQ £ A(z'Q, ¿Q).
If we let ra be the largest number in the sequence n. , n , • • • which is less than or equal to L, then for some choice of j = 1 or 2, Using (27) and the contrapositive of (18) we can also conclude that on at > %). ^;, np), K^*;x)\<M0.
least one of the intervals AU , n), My', n), The definition of (C, l) sums and the construction of 5 allow us to write the following equations for any x £ \(i k .).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (27) this is impossible.
